The study on the linkage of elementary particle mass differences with pion-muon mass difference is explored further. In the present study we show this linkage to be equally true for the mass differences amongst the members of SU (3) hadron multiplets and the hadrons belonging to multiplets having different spin and parity characteristics. This reinforces our contention that inter particle mass excitations are quantized as integral multiples of basic mass unit of 29.318 MeV and thereby indicates the fundamental nature of pion-muon mass difference in the elementary particle mass distribution.
Introduction
Although the standard model is in excellent agreement with the rich experimental data, it leaves many questions unanswered. The observed mass spectrum of the elementary particles is one of the fundamental questions that has so far defied any reasonable explanation in the standard model 1, 2 . The distribution of the elementary particle masses is quite bizzare and is spread from a fraction of eV's for neutrinos to hundreds of GeV's for the top quark. Apart from few patterns based on SU (3) symmetry that led to the Gell-Mann Okubo 3 and Coleman-Glashow 4 formulae interelating the masses of pseudoscalar mesons and octet baryons respectively, the standard model has not revealed any general order in the elementary mass spectrum. On the other hand the associated physical mass is the best known and most fundamental characteristic property of the elementary particles, the recognition of empirical systematics and of any general regularities in the mass spectrum of these particles, irrespective of their nature or scheme of classication is of tremendous importance in understanding the intricacies of mass spectrum of elementary particles. The lowest mass states, as a general rule in physical systems, are considered to be the building blocks of more complex systems and hence in some sense the most fundamental. The most stable and least massive particles i.e. electron, muon and pion to which other particles decay after a transient existence, are the natural candidiates to search for a systematic regularity within the mass spectrum of elementary particles 5 . Empirical and theoritical investigations based on experimental data reveal the electron, muon and the pion to serve as basic units for exploring the discrete nature of the mass distribution of elementary particles 6−20 . To search for an order, we perform a specific systematic analysis of the mass spectrum of elementary particles and reveal that mass differences among particles when arranged in the ascending order of mass have a general tendency to be close integral/half integral multiple of mass difference between a neutral pion and a muon i.e. 29.318 MeV. The mass differences between unstable leptons and between baryons were shown to be quantized as integral multiples of this basic unit of 29.318 6 . In the present study, we evaluate the applicability of this result to the SU(3) hadron multiplets and to neutral hadrons. We reveal that mass unit of about 29.318 MeV is a determining factor for the distribution of mass of elementary particles by showing that 29.318 MeV integral multiplicity of mass differences to be valid for these hadrons. This reinforces our earlier result that elementary particles do not occur randomly and are linked through the mass difference between first two massive elementary particles i.e. a muon and a neutral pion.
Data Analysis and Results
The database for the present study is the latest version of the Particle Data Group listings 21 . Here we investigate relationship the pion-muon mass difference has with the mass structure of the 1) hadrons which are classified into multiplets on the basis of SU(3) symmetry and 2) neutral hadrons.
Baryon Multiplets

Baryon Octet
The masses of the baryon octet members with spin J and parity P such that J P = 
Meson Multiplets
Pseudoscalar Meson Nonet
The mesons with spin zero and odd parity i.e. J P = 0 − are organized into a multiplet contaning nine states to form pseudoscalar meson nonet. These mesons have the lowest rest energy. In column 1 of Table 3 , the k Whereas the predicted value 822 MeV on the basis of integral pion mass differs from the observed value by 1.4933 MeV 13 . The difference η ′ -π 0 is the mass difference between the lightest and heaviest member of the pseudoscalar meson nonet. As can be seen from the Table 3 , the observed mass spacings are close integral multiples of the mass difference between a neutral pion and a muon. The masses for the pseudoscalar mesons taken from the Particle Data Group listings are: 
Vector Meson Nonet
The nine vector mesons with spin one and odd parity i.e. J P = 1 − form a multiplet called vector meson nonet. The analysis for the mass differences among the vector meson nonet members is detailed in Table 4 . The mass difference between successive members (Column 1) of the vector meson nonet is given in the Column 2. As is evident from the Table 4 , the observed mass differences k * -ρ and φ -ω are close integral multiples of 29.318 MeV. Although the mass difference between isospin triplet ρ meson and isospin singlet ω meson 7.15 MeV is nonelectromagnetic in origin but is of the order of electromagnetic mass splitting. The deviation of 2.226 MeV of the observed φ -ω mass difference from the integral multiple of 29. 318 MeV is in better agreement than that of 8.19 
Inter multiplet mass intervals
The applicabilty of 29.318 MeV multiplicity of elementary particle mass intervals extends beyond the mass differences between the successive members of a particular SU(3) multiplet and applies to mass intervals among the members of multiplets with different spin and parity characteristics. The analysis for the mass intervals between the octet and decuplet baryons is detailed in Table 5 . The lightest member of decuplet i.e ∆(1232) resonance is the first excited state of the proton and the observed mass interval between the two is accounted by the hyperfine splitting due to colour magnetic interaction among the quarks 22 . However, from Table 5 Table 6 . As seen from the Table 6 the 29.318 MeV mass interval multiplicity is valid for mesons also. 
Neutral Hadrons
The neutral hadrons are placed in the Column 1 of the Table 7 in the ascending order of their associated physical mass. Since no bound system of top quarks has been detected, the neutral hadrons listed in Table 7 and 6 are reproduced here for completeness. The Σ 0 is the only baryon in the list. In column 2 we give the mass differences between the successive particles. The integral (Column 3) multiples of 29.318 MeV, the mass difference between a neutral pion and a muon, closest to the observed mass differences are tabulated in Column 4 and in Column 5 we give the deviation of the observed value from the predicted value. As evident from the table the agreement of the predicted values as integral multiples of pion muon mass difference with the observed values is extraordinary. The observed mass difference between Σ 0 and η ′ is 234.862 MeV. This value is very close to Table 7 it can be seen that the mass difference between Ψ(2S) and J/Ψ(1S) is close integral multiple of the mass difference between a neutral pion and muon. Similarly Υ(1S) is the first member of the bottom-antibottom meson series. From table 13, it is seen that the observed mass difference between the Υ(1S) and J/Ψ(1S) is 6363.384 which is very close to 217 multiples of 29.318 MeV i.e. 6362.006. The difference between the two values being only 1.378 MeV. The fact that the mass differences of the lightest hadron π 0 with the heaviest mesons J/Ψ(1S), Ψ(2S) and Υ(1S) are close integral multiples of the mass difference between a neutral pion and muon indicates that the 29.318 MeV mass systematics is valid over the wider range of the mass spectrum. In tables 8 to 13 we detail the analysis for the mass intervals of each neutral hadron with respect to the remaining hadrons. The mass intervals for each neutral hadron already listed in Table 7 have been excluded in the analysis detailed in 8-13. From Tables 1 to 13 it is clear that the hadron mass intervals fall into two classes 1) those integral multiples of the mass difference between a neutral pion and a muon and 2) those in which the difference between the observed and predicted values are large but turn out to be exact half integral multiples of 29.318 MeV. 
Discussion
The inability of the standard model to explain the observed spectra of mass of elementary particle has led to the development of models and theories for particle masses based on direct analysis of the elementary particle data to understand different intricacies of the mass spectrum. The recognition of the pionic mass intervals among the particles 13 combined with the fact that ratios of life times of elementary particles scale as powers of α, the fine structue constant, indicated the fundamental role of α in the generation of mass of elementary particles and that its domain is not restricted to leptons only, but also extends to include hadrons 14 . The statistical analysis of masses of elementary particles when grouped according to their quark composition and J P C quantum numbers reveals that the masses are quantized as integral multiples of a mass unit of about 35 MeV. This 35 MeV mass quantization combined with the analysis of the distribution of particle lifetimes as a function of mass reveals a shell structure of hadrons 15 . A standing wave model assuming the particles to be held together in a cubic nuclear lattice has been proposed to explain empirical fact that meson and baryon masses are integral multiples of the neutral pion 16 . From the preceeding discussion, it is clear that the understanding of any pattern in a physical system is a driving force for the development of a fundamental theory. The development proceeds from the experimental measurements of the phenomena, first to a recognition of regularities amongst the measurements, then to the physical insight which gives some understanding of these regularities and finally to a fundamental theory, which allows the totality of the phenomena to be understood from a few general principles 24 . The failure to understand the regularities within a reasonable data lays the foundation for the neccessity of the underlying theory. The above mentioned studies are among many other attempts dedicated to pin down the fundamental relation of least massive and most stable particles, pion and muon, to the elementary particle mass spectrum pointed by their presence in the decay products of almost all the heavier elemenatry particle mass states 7−20 . The mass intervals among elementary particles have been shown to be integral multiples of the pion mass 13 and some sequances of particles are also repoted with muonic mass intervals 8 . The baryon and meoson masses are reported to be integral/half integral multiples of the pion mass 10−16 . The mass unit of 35 MeV equal to one-third of muon mass and one-fourth of the pion mass serves as basic unit for the quantization of the elementary particle masses 15 . On the other hand we look at the elementary particle mass data from a different prespective and reveal the fundamental nautre of mass difference between a neutral pion and a muon to the elementary particle mass spectrum. The electron and muon mass are the first two levels in the mass spectrum. Indeed the muon is treated to be an excited state of the electron 14, 18, 19 . However, the mass of electron being much smaller than the muon mass, the mass interval between the two is obscured by the large mass of muon and is thus equal to muon mass itself. Hence we regard 29.318 MeV, the mass interval between neutral pion (a hadron) and muon (a lepton) to be the first excitation within elementary particle mass spectrum. We investigate whether the mass excitations among the elementary particles are related to the first excitation. We have satisfactorily shown that mass differences among the elementary particles in general when arranged in the ascending order of mass have a striking tendency to be integral/half integral multiples of 29.318 MeV 6 . Same is shown to be true for the mass differences between any of the baryons and mass interval between the unstable charged leptons. From the present study, it follows that the "fine structure" of mass i.e. mass differences betweend different isospin members of a given hadron multiplet are close integral multiples of the mass difference between a neutral pion and a muon. This is also true for the mass separation of the lightest and heaviest member. The mass intervals between the members of different SU(3) multiplets, i.e. between octet and decuplet baryons and between the pseudoscalar and vector mesons are also integral multiples of the mass unit of 29.318 MeV. The 29.318 MeV discretness of the mass intervals is applicable to elementary particles irrespective of their classification into leptons, mesons and baryons on the basis of their structure, associated quantum numbers and type of interaction. It covers a wide range of mass spectrum, a fact borne out by the precise agreement of the observed and predicted mass intervals for the heavy charm-anticharm and bottom-antibottom mesons. Although the present findings are not in line with the current theories, yet the large scale agreement between the observed mass differences and those calculated as integral multiples of the mass difference between a neutral pion and a muon clearly rules out it to be a mere coincidence. The important intriguing result of the present study is that the mass difference between the lightest composite particle pion and the second lightest lepton muon interlinks the masses of both leptons and hadrons.
Clearly the occurence of elementary particle states is not random but seems to follow a definite order such that the mass excitations from one particle to other are always in units of 29.318 MeV i.e. the mass difference between a neutral pion and a muon.
Conclusion
The mass differences among the baryon octet members have been found to be close integral multiples of the mass difference between a neutral pion and a muon. This also holds true for the average mass separation among the successive members of the baryon decuplet, for the mass intervals among the pseudoscalar meson nonet and among the vector meson nonet members. We also pointed out mass intervals among neutral hadrons to be integral multiples of mass difference between a neutral pion and a muon. Our study reveals that inter particle mass excitations are quantized as integral multiples of 29.318 MeV thereby indicating the fundamental nature of this mass quantum for the elementary particle mass spectrum.
